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Abstract 

     The notion of fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field is introduced and some results on 
fuzzy near-algebra were obtained. Further the concepts of fuzzy ideals and fuzzy prime 
ideals in fuzzy near-algebras were introduced. The concept of sum and direct sum of 
fuzzy ideals of a fuzzy near-algebra is studied. 
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1.  Introduction 

     The notion of a fuzzy subset was introduced by Zadeh[12] and then fuzzy subsets have 
been applied to various branches of mathematics. In [1] H. Brown introduced the concept 
of Near-algebras. Nanda[8] studied the notion of fuzzy algebras over fuzzy fields and 
then redefined by Wenxiang Gu and Tu Lu in [2]. In this paper we define the concept of a 
fuzzy near-algera over a fuzzy field and investigate the properties of this notion. Also 
studied fuzzy ideals and fuzzy prime ideals of fuzzy near-algebras. 
     Let Y  be any non-empty set and L  be the lattice. Then a mapping  LYA →:  is 
called a fuzzy set of Y .  If A is the fuzzy subset of Y and [ ]1,0∈t  then the set == ][tAAt  
{ }txAYx ≥∈ )(:  is called a level subset of A . If A  and B  are two fuzzy subsets of the 
sets Y  and Z  respectively, then the direct product of A  and B  denoted by ,BAΧ  is the 
function defined by ( ) ( ))(),(min)( yBxAxyBA =Χ  for every ., ZyYx ∈∈  If A  and B  
are two fuzzy subsets of Y and X∈λ  then we have the following definitions : 
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For every ;Yx∈  ( ) )()()( xBxAxBA ∧=I , ( ) ( ))()()( 21
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xxx
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( ) ),()( xAxA −=−  ( ) ( ))()()( 21
21

xBxAxBA
xxx

∧∨=⋅
=

 and 

 ( ) ( ) .,,)()()( 211
1

YxxxAFxA
xx

∈∧∨=⋅
=

λλ
λ

  

Then the above sets  are  fuzzy sets of Y . Throughout this paper L  is a complete 
distributive lattice with universal bounds 0 and 1.  

Definition 1.1[1]. A (right) near-algebra Y  over a field X  is a linear space Y  over X  
on which a   multiplication is defined such that  (i) Y  forms a semi group under 
multiplication and (ii) multiplication is right distributive over addition and 
(iii) )()( abba λλ = for all Yba ∈, and X∈λ . 

Definition 1.2. A right near-algebra Y  is said to be Zero symmetric (near-c-algebra) if 
00. =n  for every Yn∈ , where ‘0’ is the additive identity inY . 

Definition 1.3. A  subset I of a near-algebra Y  is called a near-algebra ideal (NA-ideal) 
of Y , if (i) ( I , +) is a linear subset of Y  (ii) for every IixIiYx ∈∈∈ ;,  and (iii) for 
every .)(;,, IyxixyIiYyx ∈−+∈∈  

If I  satisfies (i) and (ii) then I  is called a right ideal of  Y  and if I  satisfies (i) and (iii) 
then I  is called a left ideal of .Y   

Definition 1.4. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field .X  A mapping 
YY ′→:φ is called a near-algebra homomorphism if for all Yyx ∈, and X∈λ ; (i) 

)()()( yxyx φφφ +=+ , (ii) )()( xx λφλφ =  and (iii) ).()()( yxxy φφφ =  

Definition 1.5. An ideal P  of a near-algebra Y  is called a prime ideal of Y  if, for any 
ideals JI ,  of Y , PIJ ⊆  implies either PI ⊆  or .PJ ⊆      

Definition 1.6[2]. Let X  be a field and F  be a fuzzy subset of X . Then F  is said to be 
a fuzzy  field  of X ,  if it satisfies the following conditions for all Xyx ∈, ; 

)()()()( yFxFyxFi ∧≥+ , )()()( xFxFii ≥− , )()()()( yFxFxyFiii ∧≥  and 
)()()( 1 xFxFiv ≥−  for every .)0( Xx ∈≠                              

A fuzzy field F of X is denoted by ).,( XF   

2.  Fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field                        

     We now introduce the concept of fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field. 
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Definition 2.1. Let X  be a field, F  be a fuzzy field of X and Y  be a (right)near-algebra 
over a field .X  Let A  be the fuzzy subset of .Y  Then A  is called a fuzzy near-algebra in 

,Y  if the following conditions are satisfied: 

 

).()1()(
)()()()(
)()()()(

)()()()(

xAFiv
yAxAxyAiii
xAFxAii

yAxAyxAi

≥
∧≥
∧≥
∧≥+

λλ
                                                                                             

for  all XandYyx ∈∈ λ, . 

A fuzzy near-algebra of Y  is denoted by ).,( YA   

With this definition, most of the results obtained for fuzzy algebras [2, 3, 8, 9, and 10] 
can be obtained for fuzzy near-algebras and can be proved similar to that of  fuzzy 
algebras as in the papers [2, 3, 8, 9, and 10].  

Proposition 2.2.  If ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF , then 
)()0( xAF ≥    for any .Yx∈   

Proposition 2.3. Let ),( XF  be a fuzzy field of the filed ,X Y  be the near-algebra over 
X  and A  is a fuzzy set of Y . Then ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field 

),( XF   if and only if (i) ( ) ( ))()()()()( yAFxAFyxA ∧∧∧≥+ μλμλ  (ii) 
)()()( yAxAxyA ∧≥  and (iii) )()1( xAF ≥   for any Yyx ∈,  and .X∈λ    

Proposition 2.4. Suppose ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF  if and 
only if for every αα AL,∈ is a subspace of .Y  In particular, when αF is not empty, αA is 
a near-algebra over a field αF , where L is complete distributive lattice.                                                             

Proposition 2.5. If L is a complete lattice, then the intersection of a family of fuzzy near-
algebras is a fuzzy near-algebra. And if { } Ik

kA ∈  is the collection of fuzzy near-algebras 

over a fuzzy field F  ofY , where I  is a finite set, then ,L∈∀α  .II
Ik

k

Ik

k AA
∈∈

=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
α

α

 

Proposition 2.6. Suppose ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF . Then 
the following conditions holds for any XYyx ∈∈ λ,,  

)()()()()()()( yAxAiiyAxAyxAi ≤∧≥−  implies )()()( xAyAyxA =∧+  and 
)()()( xAyAxyA =∧  and )()()( λFxAiii ≤  implies   ).()()( xAxAxA =∧λ  
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Proposition 2.7.  ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF  if and only if 
)()1()()(.)()( xAFivandXAAiiiAAAiiAAAi ≥∈∀⊆⊆⊆+ λλ  for every .Yx∈                                

Remark 2.8. If A is a fuzzy subset of Y , then .AA ⊆−  In particularly, if A  is a fuzzy 
near-algebra, then )()( xAxA ≥−  for every .Yx∈                                                                                               

Proposition 2.9. If A  and B  are two fuzzy near-algebras over a fuzzy field F  of ,Y  
then BA+  and Aλ  are also fuzzy near-algebras over a fuzzy field F  of  Y .  

Proposition 2.10. ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF  if and only if  

there is a subfield family 
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⊆∈
⊆∈

pH
LH

XXXofsubfieldaisXLX sup,,: I
α

ααα α and a 

subnear-algebra family 
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⊆∈
⊆∈

pH
LH

YYYofsubsetaisYLY sup,,: I
α

ααα α such that αY is a 

subspace of .Y              In particular, when α
α

λα YFp
L

),(sup
∈

≤ is a near-algebra over the 

field αX and U
L

XF
∈

=
α

αα
~

. , U
L

YA
∈

=
α

αα
~

. , where 
~

αX  and  
~

αY  are the characteristic 

functions of αX  and αY  respectively.                     

Proposition 2.11.  Let Y  and Z  be two near-algebras over a field X , ZYf →:  be a 
near-algebra homomorphism and ),( YA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy 
field ),( XF . Then )),(( ZAf  is the fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ).,( XF                                             

Proposition 2.12.  Let Y  and Z  be two near-algebras over the field X , ZYf →:  be a 
near-algebra homomorphism and ),( ZA is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field 

),( XF . Then )),(( 1 YAf − (which is the pre-image of A ) is the fuzzy near-algebra over a 
fuzzy field ).,( XF                                                    

Proof: For every  Yyx ∈,  and X∈21,λλ  we get (i) 
=+=+− ))(())(( 2121

1 yxfAyxAf λλλλ  
( ) ( ) =∧∧∧≥∧≥+ ))(()())(()())(())(())()(( 212121 yfAFxfAFyfAxfAyfxfA λλλλλλ  

( ) ( )))(()())(()( 1
2

1
1 yAfFxAfF −− ∧∧∧ λλ .                                                                                                 

(ii)
).)(())(())(())(())()(())(())(( 111 yAfxAfyfAxfAyfxfAxyfAxyAf −−− ∧=∧≥==                                  

(iii) For all Zz∈ , we have )()1( zAF ≥ . Hence, for every  
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).)(())(()1(, 1 xAfxfAFYx −=≥∈  Therefore )),(( 1 YAf − is a fuzzy near-algebra over a 
fuzzy field ),( XF . 

Proposition 2.13. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field .X  If A  and B  are 
two fuzzy near-algebras of Y and Y ′  respectively over a fuzzy field ),( XF , then BAΧ  
is a fuzzy near-algebra of .YY ′Χ  And for any [ ]1,0∈α , ( ) ][][][ ααα BABA Χ=Χ  holds(that 
is ( ) ααα BABA Χ=Χ ).  

Proposition 2.14. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let A  and B  
be two fuzzy subsets of Y and Y ′  respectively. Suppose that 0  and 0′  are the zero 
elements of Y and Y ′  respectively. If BAΧ  is a fuzzy near-algebra of YY ′Χ ,  then  at 
least one of the following two statements must holds )()0()( xABi ≥′  for any 

Yx∈ )()0()( yBAii ≥  for any .Yy ′∈  

Proposition 2.15. Let A  and B  be two fuzzy subsets of Y  and Y ′  respectively such that  
)0()( ′≤ BxA  for any 0, ′∈Yx being the zero element of .Y ′  If BAΧ  is a fuzzy near-

algebra of YY ′Χ , then A  is a fuzzy near-algebra of Y . 

Proposition 2.16. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let A  and B  
be two fuzzy subsets of Y and Y ′ respectively such that  )0()( AxB ≤ for any 

0,Yx ′∈ being the zero element of .Y  If BAΧ  is a fuzzy near-algebra of  ,YY ′Χ  then B  
is a fuzzy near-algebra of Y ′ . 

Corollary 2.17. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let A , B  be two 
fuzzy subsets of Y , Y ′  respectively. If BAΧ  is a fuzzy near-algebra of ,YY ′Χ  then either 
A  is a fuzzy near-algebra of Y or B  is a fuzzy near-algebra of  .Y ′  

 

3. Fuzzy ideals 

Definition 3.1. Let ),( YA be a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ).,( XF  Then the 
fuzzy near-algebra A is called a fuzzy ideal, if  )()( xAxyA ≥  and )())(( iAyxixyA ≥−+  
for every .,, Yiyx ∈   

 A is a fuzzy right ideal of ,Y  if )()( xAxyA ≥ for every ., Yyx ∈                                                                   
A  is a fuzzy left ideal of ,Y if )())(( iAyxixyA ≥−+  for every .,, Yiyx ∈  

Proposition 3.2. Let ),( YA be a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field ),( XF . If A  is a 
fuzzy ideal of Y , then .)()0( YxxAA ∈∀≥  
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Proof. ( ) ( ))()1()()1().1.1()()0( xAFxAFxxAxxAA ∧−∧∧≥−=−=                                                              
( ) ( ) ( ) )()()()()()1()()( xAxAxAxAxAFxAxA =∧∧≥∧∧∧≥ . 

Proposition 3.3. For any fuzzy ideal A of a near-algebra ,Y  each level subset tA is an 
ideal of Y . 

Definition 3.4. Let A be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra Y and .Yy∈  Then the fuzzy 
cosset (or cosset of fuzzy ideal) of A  is denoted by Ay +  and is defined by 

.)())(( YxyxAxAy ∈∀−=+  

Proposition 3.5. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra Y  and let ., Yyx ∈  Then 
AyAx +=+  if and only if  ).0()( AyxA =−                                                                               

Proposition 3.6. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then for every 
XYvuyx ∈∈ λ,,,,  

AuvAxyAvuAyxAvAyAuAxi +=+++=++⇒+=++=+ ,)()(,)(  
.)( AuAxAuAxii +=+⇒+=+ λλ                                                                                                          

Proposition 3.7. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then the set of all fuzzy 
cossets of A  is denoted by  { }YyAyA

Y ∈+= :  is a near-algebra over X  with respect to 

the following operations; 
AxAxAxyAyAxAyxAyAx +=++=++++=+++ λλ )(,))((,)()()(  for every 

.,, XYyx ∈∈ λ   

Definition 3.8. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then A
Y  , the set of all 

fuzzy cosets of A  forms a fuzzy near-algebra is called the fuzzy quotient near-algebra of 
Y  by A . 

Proposition 3.9. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then 
0A

Y
A

Y ≅ , where 

{ })0()(/0 AyAYyAA =∈=∗= .                                                                                                                          

Proof. Define 
0

: A
Y

A
Yf →  by 0)( AyAyf +=+  , then it is an isomorphism.  Hence 

0A
Y

A
Y ≅ . 
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Proposition 3.10. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then the fuzzy subset 

0A
A  of  

0A
Y  is a fuzzy near-algebra over ),( XF , where )()( 0

0
yAAyA

A =+  for every 

.Yy∈                                                                                                                               

Proposition 3.11. Let A  be a fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then the fuzzy subset )(∗A  
of A

Y  is a fuzzy near-algebra over the fuzzy field ),,( XF  where )()()( xAAxA =+∗  for 

every .Yx∈  

Proposition 3.12. If L  is a complete lattice, then the intersection of a family of fuzzy 
ideals of a near-algebra Y  is also a fuzzy ideal of .Y  

Proof. Let { } Ω∈iiA  be the collection of fuzzy ideals of a near-algebra Y  and let 
==

Ω∈
I
i

iAA  ).(inf xAii Ω∈
 For any ,, Yyx ∈ ).()(inf)(inf)( xAxAxyAxyA iiii

=≥=
Ω∈Ω∈

 Thus A  is 

a fuzzy right ideal of .Y   Now for any  Yjyx ∈,,  we have =−+ ))(( yxjxyA  
).()(inf))((inf jAjAyxjxyA iiii

=≥−+
Ω∈Ω∈

 Thus A  is a fuzzy left ideal of .Y  Hence A  is a 

fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  

Proposition 3.13.  Let Y  and Z  be two near-algebras over the field X , ZYf →:  be a 
near-algebra homomorphism and ),( ZA  is a fuzzy near-algebra over a fuzzy field 

),( XF . If ),( ZA  is the fuzzy ideal, then the inverse image )),(( 1 YAf − is a fuzzy ideal.    

Proposition 3.14.  Let Y  be the zero symmetric near-algebra. If A is a fuzzy right ideal 
and B  is a fuzzy left ideals of  Y , then .BABA I⊆ο  

Proof.  If ,0))(( =xBAο  then it is trivial. Otherwise ( ){ }.)(),(minsup))(( zByAxBA
yzx=

=ο  

Since A  is a fuzzy right ideal, then )()()( yAyzAxA ≥=  and B  is a fuzzy left ideal, then 
=)(xB )(yzB  

( ) ).(0.)0( zByzyB ≥−+= Thus ( ){ } )()()(),(minsup))(( xBxAzByAxBA
yzx

∧≤=
=

ο

( ) ).(xBAI=  Hence .BABA I⊆ο  

Proposition 3.15. Let A  be the fuzzy ideal of a zero symmetric near-algebra .Y  Then the 
set { })0()(/ AxAYxA =∈=∗  is an ideal in .Y  

Proof. (i) Let ∗∈ Ayx, , then we have ).0()()( AyAxA ==  Since A is a fuzzy ideal 
inY implies ( ) ).0()0()0()()( AAAyAxAyxA =∧=∧≥−  Clearly ).()0( yxAA −≥  Hence  
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).0()( AyxA =− So .∗∈− Ayx  Also for ∗∈ Ax , Yr ∈ and particularly for A is fuzzy 
(right)ideal of  Y  we get )(xrA  ).0()( AxA =≥  Since A is fuzzy (left)ideal 

( )≥−+= 0.)0()( rxrArxA ).0()( AxA =  Thus ≥)(xrA   ).0()(),0( ArxAA ≥  Clearly 
).0()(),0()( ArxAAxrA ≤≤  Thus we obtain ).()0()( rxAAxrA ==  Which shows that 

∗∈ Arxxr,  for every ., YrAx ∈∈ ∗  Hence ∗A  is a linear subspace of   .Y      (ii) Let 
.,, ∗∈∈ AiYyx  Then we get ( ) ).0()()( AiAyxixyA =≥−+  And we have   

( ).)()0( yxixyAA −+≥  Therefore we get ( ) ).0()( AyxixyA =−+   Hence 
.)( ∗∈−+ Ayxixy                                                                             (iii) Let ,, ∗∈∈ AiYx  

then ).0()()( AiAixA =≥  On the other hand ).()0( ixAA ≥  Thus ).0()( AixA =  Which 
implies .∗∈ Aix  Therefore from (i), (ii) and (iii) ∗A is an ideal in .Y  

Proposition 3.16.  Let A  and B  be two fuzzy ideals of a near-algebra Y  and 
).0()0( BA =  Then ( ) .∗∗∗ = BABA II   

Proof. ( ) ( ) ( ) )0()0()()()0()( BAxBxABAxBABAx ∧=∧⇔=⇔∈ ∗ III

)()0()0()( xBBAxA ===⇔ .∗∗∗∗ ∈⇔∈∈⇔ BAxBxandAx I      

Proposition 3.17. Let A  be the fuzzy ideal of a near-algebra .Y  If )0()( AyxA =−  then 
).()( yAxA =  where '0' is the additive identity.  

Proposition 3.18. Let I  be a non-empty subset of  a near-algebra Y and let χ be a fuzzy 
set in Y  such that χ is onto { }1,0 , so that χ  is the characteristic function of .I   Then 
χ (or Iχ ) is a fuzzy ideal of Y  if and only if I  is an ideal of .Y   

proof.   Necessary part:   Suppose that χ  is a fuzzy ideal of .Y  Let .,, IiYyx ∈∈                              
(i) Then .1)()( == yx χχ  Now ( ) .1)()( =∧≥− yxyx χχχ  Thus .1)( =− yxχ  So 

.Iyx ∈−  For any ;, YrIx ∈∈ .1)()( =≥ xxr χχ  Which gives .1)( =xrχ  Now 
( )0.)0()( rxrrx −+= χχ   .1)( =≥ xχ  Which gives .1)( =rxχ  Thus ., Irxxr ∈  Hence I  

is a linear subspace of .+Y                                                                    (ii) Then 
( ) .1)()( =≥−+ iyxixy χχ  Which gives ( ) .1)( =−+ yxixyχ  Hence .)( Iyxixy ∈−+                              

(iii Then .1)()( =≥ iix χχ  Thus .1)( =ixχ  we get .Iix∈  From (i),(ii) and (iii) I is an 
ideal in .Y                                                                                                    Sufficient part: 
Suppose that I  is an ideal of .Y  Let ]1,0[: →Yχ  be a fuzzy set defined by 

{ Ixif
Ixifx ∈

∉= 1
.0)(χ  Then clearly, χ  is a fuzzy near-algebra in .Y  Suppose I  is the right 

ideal of .Y  If possible assume that )()( xxy χχ <  for some ,Ix∈  .Yy∈  Since χ is two 
valued then we have .1)(,0)( == xxy χχ  So ., IxIxy ∈∉  Which is a contradiction to I be  
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the right ideal. Thus .,)()( Yyxxxy ∈∀≥ χχ  And now, suppose I be the left ideal of .Y  
If possible assume that  )())(( iyxixy χχ <−+  for some Yyx ∈, and .Ii∈  Then 

0))(( =−+ yxixyχ  and  .1)( =iχ  So .)( Iyxixy ∉−+  Which is a contradiction to I  to 
be the left ideal of .Y  Thus we have  ).())(( iyxixy χχ ≥−+  Hence χ  is a fuzzy ideal of 

.Y  

Definition 3.19. Let Y  be a near-algebra over the field ,X B  be a fuzzy ideal of .Y  

Thenm B
Y  is a (right) near-algebra. Let A  be the fuzzy near-algebra of .Y  Then B

A  is 

a fuzzy set on B
Y  defined as follows; ]1,0[: →B

Y
B

A  satisfying 

)()( xASupBaB
A

BaBx +=+
=+  for any Ba + in ., YaB

Y ∈                              

Clearly, B
A  is a fuzzy near-algebra of B

Y   and we call it, the fuzzy factor near-algebra 

of A  with respect to B . 

Proposition 3.20. Let A  be a fuzzy near-algebra of Y and B  be a fuzzy ideal of .Y  If A  

has the sup property, then ( )[ ] [ ]
B

A
B

A αα =  for any ].1,0[∈α  

Proposition 3.21. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X and let A  and B  be 
two fuzzy near-algebras of  the near-algebras Y and Y ′  respectively over a fuzzy field 

),( XF . If A  has sup property and there is a mapping YYf ′→:   such that 
[ ] [ ]αα BAf =)(  for any ]1,0[∈α , then .)( BAf =  

Proposition 3.22. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let A  and B  
be two fuzzy near-algebras of  Y and Y ′  respectively with the  sup property. If 
A′ and B′ are the fuzzy ideals of Y andY ′ respectively, then BAA

A Χ′ ,  has the sup 

property. 

Definition 3.23. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let f  from 
Y onto Y ′  be a homomorphism(isomorphism) and A , A′ are the fuzzy near-algebras of 
Y ,Y ′  respectively.   If )(AfA =′ , then f  is said to be a homomorphism(isomorphism) 
from A  onto A′ . 

Proposition 3.24. Let Y  and Y ′  be two near-algebras over a field X  and let A , B be two 
fuzzy near-algebras of  Y ,Y ′  respectively with sup property. Suppose BA ′′, are fuzzy 

ideals of YY ′,  respectively and )0()0( ′′=′ BA , then BA
BA

′Χ′
Χ  is isomorphic to  

B
B

A
A

′Χ′ . 
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4. Sum of fuzzy ideals   

Definition 4.1. For any fuzzy ideals A  and B  of a zero symmetric near-algebraY , define   
)()())(( zByAxBA

zyx
∧∨=+

+=
for every .,, Yzyx ∈   

Note that, if zyx +=  then we can write ')( yzzyzzx +=++−+=  where 
zyzy ++−='  and )()( yBzyzB =++− , that is ).()( ' yByB =  From this it is clear that 

).)(())(( xABxBA +=+  

Proposition 4.2.  If A  and B  are the two fuzzy ideals on a zero symmetric near-algebra 
,Y  then BA+  is also a fuzzy ideal of .Y  

Proof. Given BA, are two fuzzy ideals of ,Y  which implies BA,  are  fuzzy near-
algebras of .Y                              
(i) Let .,,,,,;, 22112121 Yyxyxyxyyyxxx ∈+=+=  Then we have  

=+++=+ 2121 yyxxyx  .212111 yyxyyx +++−+  Which 
implies ))()(())(( 212111 yyxyByxAyxBA +++−∧+∨=++                           

)()()()( 212111 yByxyByAxA ∧++−∧∧≥ )()()()( 2211 yBxByAxA ∧∧∧=    

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ∧∨∧⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ∧∨=

+=+=
)()()()( 2121

2121

yByAxBxA
yyyxxx

).)(())(( yBAxBA +∧+=                                                       

(ii) Let .,,;, 212121 XYxxxxxxxx ∈∈+=+= λλλλ  Then 
))()(())(( 21 xBxAxBA λλλ ∧∨=+                           )))()(())()((( 21 xBFxAF ∧∧∧∨≥ λλ  

))()((()( 21 xBxAF ∧∨∧= λ  ).)(()( xBAF +∧= λ                              
(iii) Since BA,  are fuzzy near-algebras, then we have )()1( xAF ≥  and )()1( xBF ≥ . 
Now let .,; 2121 Yxxxxx ∈+=  Then we have 

).1()1()1())()(())(( 21 FFFxBxAxBA =∧≤∧∨=+                                                                                           
(iv) Let Yxxxxx ∈+= 2121 ,; , which implies .,,; 2121 Yxxxyxyxxy ∈+=  Then we have  

).)(())()(())()(())(( 2121 xBAxBxAyxByxAxyBA +=∧∨≥∧∨=+                                                              
(v) Let 21 ttxz +=−  , which implies .21 xttz ++=  Then we have 

yxxttyyxyz −++=− )( 21                                 
.)()()( 2221 yxxtyxtyxtty −+++−++=

))()()()(())(( 2221 yxxtyxtyxttyBAyxyzBA −+++−+++=−+                                  
))(())()(( 2221 yxxtyBxtyxttyA −+∧+−++≥ )())(( 2221 xxtBxtxttA −+∧+−++≥  
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).()( 21 tBtA ∧≥    ).)(()()())(( 21
21

xzBAtBtAyxyzBAThus
ttxz

−+=∧∨≥−+
+=−

 Hence 

BA+  is a fuzzy ideal of .Y  

Note that, the two conditions (i) ))(())(( xzBAyxyzBA −+≥−+ and  
(ii) ≥−++ ))()(( yxixyBA  ))(( iBA+  are equivalent.     

Definition 4.3. Let Y  be a zero symmetric near-algebra and nAAA ,,, 21 L are the fuzzy 
ideals in a zero symmetric near-algebra .Y  Then a sum nAAAA +++= L21  is said to be 
direct   if  .0)( 1121 =∧++++++ +− inii AAAAAA LL  

Proposition 4.4. Let nYYYY ⊕⊕⊕= L21   be a direct sum of  near-algebras with left or 
right identity ),,,( 21 neeee L=  and A  be the fuzzy ideal on .Y  Then there exists fuzzy 
ideals nAAA ,,, 21 L on  Y  such that  .21 nAAAA ⊕⊕⊕= L  

Proof: Let )0,0,,0,,0( LL ii xx =  and .1);0,0,,0,0( niee ii KLL ==  Then for 
),,,( 21 nxxxx L=     .21 nxxx +++= L  Thus 

)()( 21 nxxxAxA +++= K ).()()( 21 nxAxAxA ∧∧∧≥ L  But =)( ixA          

)()( xAxeA i ≥= for .,,1 ni L=  Thus ).()(
1

xAxA i

n

i
≥∧

=
Hence 

).()()()( 21 nxAxAxAxA ∧∧∧= L  Define iA  on Y  by .1;
0

)(
)( ni

Yxif
YxifxA

xA
i

i
i K=

⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=  

Then .21 AAAA n =⊕⊕⊕ L  

 

5. Fuzzy prime ideals 

Definition 5.1. A fuzzy ideal P of a zero symmetric near-algebraY is said to be fuzzy 
prime if, P is not a constant function and for any fuzzy ideals BA, of Y , PBA ⊆ο  
implies either PA⊆  or .PB ⊆   

Proposition 5.2.  Let )( YP ≠  be an ideal in a near-algebra .Y  Then χ (or Pχ ) is a fuzzy 
prime ideal of Y  if and only if P is a prime ideal of .Y  

Proof. Necessary part: Suppose P is a prime ideal of .Y  Since )( YP ≠ , then Pχ is a non-
constant function on .Y  Let BA,  be two fuzzy ideals of Y such that PBA χο ⊆ and 

PA χ⊆/  and .PB χ⊆/  Then there exist yandx  in Y such that )()( xxA Pχ≤/  and  
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),()( yyB Pχ≤/ that is )()( xxA Pχ>  and ).()( yyB Pχ>  Which implies 0)( ≠xA  but 
0)( =xPχ  and 0)( ≠yB  but .0)( =yPχ  Thus .PyandPx ∉∉  Since P is a prime ideal 

of ,Y  then[5]  .Pyidxid ⊆/  Hence there exists an element yidxida∈  such that 
.Pa∉  So we have 0)( =aPχ ,which implies .0))(( =aBAο  But we have 

{ }.)(),(minsup))(( dBcAaBA
cda=

=ο  Thus for any xidc∈ and yidd ∈  we get 

).()()()( yBdBandxAcA ≥≥  Then ( ) .0)(),(min))(( >≥ yBxAaBAο  Which is a 
contradiction. Therefore for any fuzzy ideals BA,  of ,Y  PBA χο ⊆ implies either 

PA χ⊆/  or .PB χ⊆   Sufficient part: Suppose Pχ  is a fuzzy prime ideal of .Y  It is 
enough to show P is prime.             Let BA,  be two ideals of Y such that .PAB ⊆  
Consider the product BAοχχ  and let .Yx∈              If  ,0))(( =xBAοχχ  then we have 

).())(( xx PBA χοχχ ≤  Suppose that ,0))(( ≠xBAοχχ  that is 
( ){ } .0)(),(minsup))(( ≠=

=
zyx BA

yzx
BA χχοχχ  Then there exist Yzy ∈,  such that yzx =  and 

0)( =/yAχ and .0)( =/zBχ  Thus we get 1)( =yAχ and ,1)( =zBχ  which 
implies Ay∈ and .Bz∈   Therefore PAByzx ⊆∈= , implies .1)( =xPχ  Thus 

)())(( xx PBA χοχχ ≤ for every ,Yx∈  implies .)( PBA χοχχ ⊆  Since Pχ  is a fuzzy prime, 
then we have either PA χχ ⊆  or ,PB χχ ⊆  that is either PA⊆  or .PB ⊆  Hence P is a 
prime ideal of .Y  

Proposition 5.3.  Let P  be a fuzzy prime ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then the set  
)}0()(:{ PxPYxP =∈=∗  is a prime ideal of .Y  

Proof. ∗P  is an ideal of Y  can be verified easily. To show ∗P  is a prime, let I  and J  be 
two ideals of Y  such that .∗⊆ PIJ  Define the two fuzzy subsets A  and B  by, 

⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
Ixif
IxifP

xA
0

)0(
)(  and

⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
.0

)0(
)(

Jxif
JxifP

xB , that is JI oPBPA χχ )(,)0( == . Easily 

we can prove that A  and B  are fuzzy ideals of .Y  If ,0))(( =xBAο  there is nothing to 
prove.                                 Let .0))(( =/xBAο  Then { },)(),(minsup))(( zBxAxBA

yzx=
=ο  

implies .)())(( YxxPxBA ∈∀≤ο  Since P  is a fuzzy prime ideal, it implies either PA⊆  
or .PB ⊆  Now 0)( >yA  and 0)( >zB  implies Iy∈  and Jz∈ , which gives .IJyz∈  
That is ∗⊆∈ PIJx  implies ,∗∈Px  Thus ).0()( PxP =  Therefore )())(( xPxBA ≤ο  
implies )()( xPxA ≤  or ).()( xPxB ≤  Thus ∗⊆ PI  or .∗⊆ PJ  Hence ∗P  is a prime ideal 
of .Y   
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Proposition 5.4.  Let P  be a fuzzy prime ideal of a near-algebra .Y  Then (i) 1)0( =P  
(ii) P is two valued that is 2)Im( =P . 

Proof. (i) If possible assume that .1)0( <P  Define
⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
∗

∗

Pxif
Pxif

xA
0
1

)( and 

.)0()( YxPxB ∈∀=  Clearly BA, are the fuzzy prime ideals and ).()( xPxBA ≤ο  That is 
)()()( zByASupxBA

yzx
∧=

=
ο                      ).(xP≤  Since )0(1)0( PA >=  and 

)()0()( xPPxB >=  for ,∗∉ Px  then PA ≤/  and .PB ≤/  Which is a contradiction to the 
hypothesis that P be a fuzzy prime ideal of .Y   Hence .1)0( =P                              
(ii) Since P is not constant, then .2)Im( ≥P  If possible suppose that 3)Im( ≥P , that is 
P  takes more than two values.  Then there exists ∗∉ Pyx 00 ,  such that 

2010 )(,)( εε == yPxP with 211 εε >> .  Let { }11 )(/ ε≥= xPxL  and { }22 )(/ ε≥= xPxL , 

then 21 , LL are ideals of Y such that .21 LLP
≠≠∗ ⊂⊂  Define 

⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
1

1

0
1

)(
Lxif
Lxif

xA  and 

⎩
⎨
⎧

∉
∈

=
2

21

0
)(

Lxif
Lxif

xB
ε

. Then we have 

=))(( xBAο .)()( vBuASup
uvx

∧
=

Thus ).())(( xPxBA ≤ο  Now 0)( >uA  implies 1Lu∈ which 

implies 1Lx∈ and 0)( >vB  implies 2Lv∈  which implies .2Lx∈  which gives PA ≤/  and 
.PB ≤/  which is a contradiction.  Hence P  takes only two values.  

Proposition 5.5. Let I  be a prime ideal of a near-algebraY and P  be the fuzzy ideal 
defined by 1)( =xA for every Ix∈ , )10()( <≤= ccxA  for every .Ix∉  Then P is a fuzzy 
prime ideal on .Y  

Proof: Let A  and B be two fuzzy ideals of Y  such that .PBA ≤ο  It is enough to prove, 
either PA ≤  or .PB ≤  Suppose that PA ≤/  and PB ≤/ .  Then there exists Yba ∈,  such 
that )()( aPaA >  and ).()( bPbB >  Consequently Ia∉  and Ib∉  implies caP =)(  and 

cbP =)(  and also Iba >⊄><< . Hence there exists >∈< ax1  and >∈< by1  such 
that Iyx ∉11 .                         Put 11 yxz = . Then we have caPaAxA =>≥ )()()( 1  
and cbPbByB =>≥ )()()( 1 .                                               Thus we get 

).()()())(( 11 zPcyBxAzBA =>∧≥ο  Which is a contradiction to PBA ≤ο .                              
Therefore, our supposition is wrong. Hence P  is a fuzzy prime ideal of Y .  
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Proposition 5.6. Let P  be a fuzzy set in a near-algebra Y  and P  is two valued, 
1)0( =P . If }1)(:{)1( =∈= xPYxP  is a prime ideal of Y , then P  is a fuzzy prime ideal 

of Y .  
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